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Abstract
The Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect can result in higher urban densities being significantly hotter (frequently
more than 4 °C, even up to 10 °C) compared to their peri-urban surroundings. Such artificial heat stress increases
the health risk of spending time outdoors and boosts the need for energy consumption, particularly for cooling
during summer. Urban structure, land cover and metabolism are underlined as key contributors in city scale.
Under question is which urban configurations can make urban precincts and their microclimates more resilient to
the surface layer Urban Heat Island (sUHI) effect?
The City of Sydney is increasingly experiencing the UHI effect due to its numerous urban development projects
and changes in climate. In the Sydney context, this ongoing research aims to explore the most heat resilient
urban features at precinct scale. It covers five high density precincts in central Sydney and is based on a
nocturnal remote-sensing thermal image of central Sydney taken on 6 February 2009. Comparing the surface
temperature of streetscapes and buildings’ rooftops (dominant urban horizontal surfaces), indicates that open
public spaces and particularly streetscapes are the most sensitive urban elements to the sUHI effect. The
correlations between street network intensity, open public space plot ratio, urban greenery plot ratio and sUHI
effect is being analysed in Sydney’s high density precincts. Results indicate that higher open space plot ratio and
street network intensity correlate significantly to higher sUHI effect at precinct scale. However, higher urban
greenery plot ratio can effectively mitigate the sUHI effect in high density precincts.
Keywords: urban heat island effect, urban greenery, public space surface, streetscape, heat stress, Sydney
1. Introduction
Cities are anticipated to accommodate up to 70% of the global population by 2050 (DESA, 2012). Compared to
the current urbanization rate of 50%, almost all the expected global population growth will be accommodated in
cities. Such rapid urbanization means higher densities in existing cities and many more new urban areas to
accommodate up to 2 billion new urban dwellers. However, rapid urban development in fast-growing cities tends
to overlook the environmental and social aspects of urban life (Girardet, 2008; Lehmann, 2010; Register, 2002).
A considerable amount of natural landscape is transformed into building mass and hard surfaces, creating
environmental threats for existing and future cities.
With huge demands for natural resources (i.e. energy, food, water and materials) cities are contributing up to
80% of greenhouse gas (GhG) emissions, resulting in global warming (UNECE, 2011; UNHS, 2011). Climate
change projections indicate a likely increase of 2 to 5 °C in Australian surface temperature by 2050 (CSIRO,
2007; OECD, 2010). Such an increase in temperature will have a severe impact on natural ecosystems and
human life in cities, including public health and quality of public space (Guest et al., 1999; Stone, 2012).
Cities also suffer from the effect of an additional form of heat, known as the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect.
This human-made heat is trapped in the built environment’s thermal mass and can result in higher densities being
significantly hotter, compared to their peri-urban surroundings. The urban-rural temperature difference
frequently reaches 4.0 °C and can peak at more than 10 °C (Gartland, 2008; Oke, 2006; Wong & Yu, 2008).
Such additional heat can seriously impact citizens’ health and the quality of public life in cities.
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The higher density of cities can bring efficiency gains, but there is interplay between the increased risk of the
urban heat island effect and higher densities, which needs to be understood. Because cities are often covered in
heat-absorbing surfaces and materials, such as concrete and bitumen, they absorb and store heat (e.g. through
solar radiation), making urban areas warmer than the surrounding hinterland and rural areas, especially at night
time.
2. Relevant Scholarship
Since UHI research commenced in the early 19th century, it has been studied extensively by climate scientists
and material engineers. Large-scale meteorological investigations are more likely to document the phenomenon
itself and contribute mainly to understanding the behaviour of UHIs by comparing city centres and their rural
surroundings (Oke, 1978, 1988; Paterson & Apelt, 1989; Tapper, 1990). These initial studies indicate the
relatively higher temperature in higher densities and city centres.
Alongside meteorological UHI research, engineering investigations of surface materials’ thermodynamics have
focused more on energy budgets, heat exchange and heat balance in the built environment (Ashie, Thanh Ca, &
Asaeda, 1999; Gartland, 2008; Harman & Belcher, 2006; Wang, Bou-Zeid, & Smith, 2011). Research on thermal
characteristics of urban surface materials at larger scales has been advanced by the development of remote
sensing methods, including satellite-based, air-borne and on-the-spot thermal imagery. The understanding of
surface materials’ contribution to heat balance in different layers of the atmosphere over 24 hours has been
enhanced by comparative studies of surface and ambient temperatures (Gartland, 2008; Oke, 2006). Other
investigations aim to model building energy flux based on materials’ thermal specifications (i.e. density, thermal
capacity, convection rate, reflection).
The extensive recent literature on the UHI effect indicates that the artificial increase of temperature in cities is
happening because of changes in energy and water budget in the built environment (Erell, Pearlmutter, &
Williamson, 2011; Gartland, 2008; Oke, 2006; Santamouris & Geros, 2006). This artificial temperature increase
affects urban microclimates in different layers of the atmosphere, including the surface layer (buildings and land
surfaces), the canopy layer (below the canopy of trees or in human scale) and the boundary layer (up to 1500
meters above the ground surface). These three layers of urban microclimates are tangled in complex climatic
systems, while local air circulation in the built environment can moderate the UHI effect by mixing the air in
each layer with other adjacent layers (Erell, Pearlmutter, & Williamson, 2011). Oke (2006) argues that the UHI
effect has four major contributing factors:


Urban geometry, which alters heat exchange balance in the built environment by affecting shadow and
wind patterns. It affects the exposure of materials to sunlight and the consequent heat storage in thermal
mass. This complex heat radiation exchange between building mass and adjacent atmosphere can also
change the intensity and patterns of airflow in urban canyons.



Urban cover and surface materials, which affect the heat absorption and reflection time-rate in the built
environment. Thermodynamic specification, colour, texture and density of materials and their exposure
to sunlight can alter the heat flux in outdoor space in complex procedures.



Urban landscape, which affects water and heat exchange balance in the built environment, compared to
natural surroundings. Photosynthesis and evaporation processes in urban greenery contribute to
decrease the ambient temperature. Urban greenery typology, distribution and intensity also affect lower
atmospheric air turbulence.



Urban metabolism and anthropogenic (human made) waste heat in cities, which is mainly related to
mass energy consumption for indoor air-conditioning and motorized transportation (see Figure 1).

Existing approaches to the UHI effect are more likely to focus on large scale monitoring and mitigation
strategies or micro scale material science. More research on the key contributors to the surface layer UHI (sUHI)
effect at precinct scale can provide useful links between UHI investigations at city and material scales.
The temperature of some Australian cities, such as Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, is already up to 4 °C
warmer than surrounding areas. The current investigation discusses ongoing research on the City of Sydney,
which is an example of a city facing an increasing UHI effect due to its post-19th century urban development.
Due to the city’s sub-tropical climate and the UHI effect, public spaces in the city are already warmer in summer
than humans’ thermal comfort, pushing citizens into air-conditioned buildings and creating an ever-increasing
rise in outdoor temperatures. Such artificial urban heat stress increases the mortality rate, especially of the
elderly (Hu, Becker, McMichael, & Tong, 2007). The aim is to investigate the most effective sUHI mitigation
strategies at the precinct scale in Sydney.
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Figure 1. Urbaan structure, laandscape, land-cover and meetabolism
contribbute to the Urbban Heat Islandd effect in citiees
3. Method
ds and Materiials
Although m
major UHI conntributors mayy be present in a wide range of regional cliimates, the effe
fectiveness of urban
u
features onn the UHI effeect is highly contextual (Okke, 2006; Wongg & Yu, 20088). For example, the UHI efffect’s
behaviour in the canopyy layer of a suub-tropical cityy like Sydney in summer diiffers from driier climates, du
ue to
generally hhigher humiditty and lower dday-night tempperature variatiions. The highh dependence oof UHI researc
ch on
geographiccal, climatic and
a structurall contexts higghlights the neeed for climaate-specific UH
HI case studie
es to
achieve appplicable reseaarch outcomes.
The City oof Sydney has experienced ssignificant devvelopment sincce 1945 (Toonn & Falk, 20033), which contiinues
in the 21stt century (McG
Guirk, 2003). Sydney has allso experienceed five severe hheat waves: inn 1939, 2004, 2007
(Australiann Bureau of Meteorology,
M
20008), 2009 andd 2012. Heat w
waves are becooming more frrequent and lasst for
longer in recent years. The maximum
m air temperaature of 46 °C
C on 18 Januuary 2013 surrpasses the hig
ghest
temperaturre recorded, off 43 °C on 6 F
February 20099. Facing the U
UHI effect, thee City of Sydnney has facilita
ated a
number off UHI investigations based oon remote senssing thermal im
magery over thhe past decade,, concluding with
w a
Building T
Thermal Perfo
formance Indeex (BTPI) to evaluate builldings’ enveloope thermal bbehavior (Sam
muels,
Randolph, Graham, McCormick, & P
Pollard, 2010). However, thhe BTPI is forr individual buuildings and is not
applicable to the precincct or city scale..
The currennt research foccuses on the ssurface layer U
UHI (sUHI) efffect, which sttudies the surfface temperatu
ure of
horizontal urban featuress. Utilizing thee literature on the UHI effectt, thermal imaggery, GIS infoormation and im
mage
processingg, this study aim
ms to investiggate the correlaations betweenn the urban greeenery ratio, oppen space ratio
o and
the surfacee temperature in five precinncts in central Sydney. Aeriaal thermal phootography of ccentral Sydney
y was
conductedd on 6 Februaryy 2009 by Digiital Mapping A
Australia for thhe City of Sydnney, available with the resolution
of 8 meteers. The resullting remote-sensing maps indicate diffeerent surface ttemperatures iin central Syd
dney.
Building aand populationn densities, oppen space and urban greenerry primary datta are based oon GIS inform
mation
provided bby the City of Sydney. Spatiial dimension, plot ratio andd distribution oof open space aand urban gree
enery
are extractted from a Google Earth image dated 4 Feebruary 2009 (to match the data to the theermal imagery
y of 6
February 22009).
On 5 Febrruary 2009, thee temperature reached 31 °C
C at 6pm with a relative hum
midity of 33%
%. During the night,
n
wind speed was less thaan 5m/s, whichh was unable tto cool down tthe city by thee next morningg. Consequently on
the 6 Febrruary 2009, the air temperatture reached thhe high recordd of 43 °C at 7 pm with a reelative humidiity of
10% and w
wind speed off less than 5m
m/s. This heat sstress continueed in Sydney on 7 Februaryy with a maximum
temperaturre of 39 °C at 6pm and a rellative humidityy of 12%. Duee to higher hum
midity in loweer temperaturess, the
real feelingg of the (appaarent) temperatture did not coome below 30 °C on 6 and 7 February. Acccording to Thom’s
Discomforrt Index (Moraan, Laor, Epsttein, & Shapirro, 1998; Thoom, 1959) andd Human Heatt Index (ASHR
RAE,
2004), the micro climatee condition in Sydney duringg the target dayys was partly iin ‘heavy discoomfort’ and mostly
m
25
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in ‘emergeency discomfoort’ zones, which can cause heatstroke, esspecially for eelderly and dissadvantaged pe
eople
(Kovats & Hajat, 2008).
Thermal iimagery of ceentral Sydney on 6 Februaary 2009 mapps different suurface temperaatures of the built
environmeent. It also proovides the averrage surface teemperatures off ten precincts (urban districcts with identiffiable
characters)), which shape different tem
mperature zonnes inside centtral Sydney. F
From these preecincts, five higher
density precincts have been
b
selected ffor the currentt research. Syddney Harbor, Haymarket, H
Harris Street, Kings
K
Cross and Glebe Point are
a being comppared to investtigate which urrban features ccan be most efffective in redu
ucing
the sUHI eeffect in high density
d
precinccts of Sydney.
3.1 Prelim
minary Observaation
Accordingg to the map off temperature zones, the Hayymarket precinnct had the hoottest surface teemperature with an
average off 31.03 °C, whhile the overalll surface tempperature in Syydney Harbor pprecinct was 330.88 °C, in Harris
H
Street 30.995 °C, in Kings Cross 30.34 °C and in Glebbe Point 30.655 °C (see Figurre 2).
Although the temperatuure variance is only 0.69 °°C, it can be considered siggnificant, beccause each ave
erage
temperaturre is the meaan of over 20000 data poinnts. Furthermoore, in this thhermal map thhe average su
urface
temperaturre of central Sydney is only 30.56 °C (Staandard Deviatioon=0.26). Thee temperature vvariance among the
Kings Crooss (min averagge) and Haymaarket (max aveerage) precinctts is 0.69 °C. H
However, smalller urban elem
ments’
(e.g. streeetscapes and rooftops)
r
surfaace temperatuure varies from
m 28 to 33 °C
C (see Figuree 3 and Figurre 4).
Overlappinng the surface temperature m
maps of individdual urban eleements and aveerage precinctss, indicates tha
at the
overall tem
mperature in the Haymarket precinct (331.03 °C) is vvery close to the surface ttemperature in
n the
Barangarooo site (31.08 °C. see Figuree 2 centre topp). At the timee of this therm
mal mapping, B
Barangaroo wa
as an
industrial site fully covvered by conccrete (a greeneer redevelopm
ment plan is uunderway). Cooncrete, along with
asphalt, is among the hoottest and mostt undesired urbban surfaces iddentified by sU
UHI studies (Errell, Pearlmutter, &
Williamsoon, 2011; Gartlland, 2008; Oke, 1988). Thiis cross mapping reveals thaat the sUHI efffect in Haym
market
precinct iss significant annd intense. Thee questions aree: what physicaal configuratioons in precinctt scale contribu
ute to
this extrem
mely hot tempeerature and is iit possible to m
mitigate it?

Figure 2. A
Average surfacce temperaturee of precincts iin Glebe Point, Harris Street, Sydney Harbbor, Haymarket and
Kings Cross precinctts
Based on: (City of Sydney, 2010).
3.2 Controolled Variabless: Residential and Building D
Density
Density, thhe number off units/people in a given lannd area, is stiill a controverrsial term in uurban design. Both
building aand urban (poppulation) densiities are being controlled in this study to enable more ffocused analysis on
26
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urban elements and features in higher densities. Discussion about the effect of building density on the magnitude
of sUHI shapes a considerable portion of the urban microclimate literature (Giridharan, Ganesan, & Lau, 2004;
Lee, Holst, & Mayer, 2013; Yuan & Chen, 2011). Since the early sUHI studies, it has been argued that higher
densities are likely to have higher temperature (Givoni, 1998; Oke, 1988; Tapper, 1990) due to their physical
structure.
Background sUHI research indicates that high density building blocks can magnify the sUHI effect in cities by
increasing the opportunity for surface materials to absorb direct and reflected sunlight radiation (Erell,
Pearlmutter, & Williamson, 2011; Giridharan, Lau, Ganesan, & Givoni, 2007; Priyadarsini, 2009). Generally,
reflected solar radiation has more chance to exit the built environment in lower densities and less compact areas
(Wong & Yu, 2008). During each reflection phase between building facades and street surfaces, a portion of
solar energy is transmitted into built environment surfaces in the form of heat (Erell, Pearlmutter, & Williamson,
2011). Thus the general surface temperature is likely to be higher in higher densities. The five selected precincts
have a building density of more than 100 units per acre (Sydney Harbor and Haymarket have up to 200 units per
acre). According to Campoli and MacLean’s (2007) classification of building density, over 100 units per acre
can be considered as very high building density.
Higher building density can also intensify energy consumption in cities and consequently increase anthropogenic
waste heat (Ichinose, Matsumoto, & Kataoka, 2008; Sivam & Karuppannan, 2012). Although population density
is not a direct contributor to the UHI effect, it can increase the need for energy consumption for air conditioning
and transport. Citizens in higher densities consume a considerable amount of energy in their daily life, especially
for indoor air-conditioning and transportation. This higher rate of energy consumption increases the amount of
anthropogenic (human-made) waste heat in higher densities and therefor contributes to the UHI effect in cities.
However, a clear link between anthropogenic waste heat and sUHI has not been identified yet.
Central Sydney has the highest population density in Australia with an estimated residential population of
180,679 residents living in an area of 4.48 km2 in 2010 (City of Sydney, 2011). The overall urban density of the
City of Sydney is 40330 p/km2. However, the five selected sites represent a higher average urban density of over
74136 p/km2. Therefore, the selected case studies have very high urban densities compared to other Australian
cities and even other precincts in central Sydney. However, the number of people visiting central Sydney on a
daily basis for shopping, entertainment and education reaches up to 483,000. This is in addition to the 385,000
people who arrive every day to work in central Sydney. The considerable proportion of temporary residents
compared to permanent dwellers (more than fourfold) makes it difficult to consider residential density as a factor,
contributing to the sUHI effect in Sydney. Furthermore, population density is usually discussed regarding to
ambient temperature UHI effect, while the current study focusses on the surface layer Urban Heat Island (sUHI)
effect. As such the variable of population density is being controlled in the current study.
4. Analysis and Results
Urban features can influence the surface temperature in higher densities by affecting the overall rate of
materials’ exposure to sunlight and heat exchange between them (ASHRAE, 2004; Oke, 2006). Specific heat
capacity, conductivity and albedo (reflectivity) of materials are the most affective factors, which can cause the
built environment to store sunlight energy in the form of heat in its thermal mass and to postpone the energy
departure process from the built environment (Ashie, 2008; Dahl, 2010; Oke, 1988). Still the location of
materials needs to be carefully considered, as shading can influence the heat absorption and reflection process
significantly. Two of the most common places, where the sUHI is being discussed are urban open space
(including streetscapes and public space) and buildings’ rooftops.
4.1 Thermal Behaviour of Horizontal Surfaces of Streetscapes and Rooftops
Comparison between surface temperatures of different horizontal urban features can indicate which elements are
more heat-sensitive and therefore need more examination in sUHI mitigation studies. Comparing 300 randomly
selected data points indicates that a higher temperature exists on streetscape surfaces rather than building
rooftops (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The average temperature of streetscape surface layer is 31.39 °C, which is
0.37 °C higher than the Haymarket precinct overall surface temperature (the hottest precinct in Figure 2). Some
streetscape surfaces, especially in the Haymarket precinct, reached the highest temperature of 34.15 °C with
5.10 °C variance from the minimum streetscape temperature (see Table 1). The average surface temperature of
buildings’ rooftop layer is 30.26 °C (with the maximum value of 33.61 °C), which is 1.13 °C less than the
average streetscape surface temperature, 0.77 °C less than the average temperature of the Haymarket precinct,
0.69 °C less than the Harris Street, 0.62 °C less than the Sydney Harbor and 0.39 °C less than Glebe Point (the
rooftop layer average surface temperature is very close to Kings Cross average surface temperature: 30.34 °C).
27
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Figure 3. Streeet surface tempperature in five adjacent highh density preciincts in central Sydney
Based on: (City of Sydney, 2010).

Figgure 4. Rooftoop surface tempperature in in ffive adjacent hhigh density prrecincts in centtral Sydney
Based on: (City of Sydney, 2010).
Accordingg to Table 1 thhe streetscape has a consideerably higher surface tempeerature and tem
mperature variiance
than do buuilding rooftopps. This underrlines the streeetscape as thee more heat-seensitive urban feature at pre
ecinct
scale. To uundertake morre detailed sU
UHI analysis, thhe street netw
work intensity is compared aagainst open public
space plot ratio.

28
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Table 1. T
Temperature variance
v
of streetscape surfaaces and buildding rooftops iin five high ddensity precinc
cts of
central Syddney
Min Temp. (°C
C)

Max Tem
mp. (°C)

Average Temp. (°°C)

Temp. variance (°C)

Streeetscape

29.05

37.330

31.15

8.25

Buildiing rooftop

27.70

33.661

30.26

5.91

Tempp Variance
(Streeet-Roof)

2.65

3.669

0.89

2.24

Plot Ratio, Strreet Network Inntensity, Publiic Space Plot R
Ratio and the sUHI
s
4.2 Correllation betweenn Open Space P
Effect
As heat-seensitivity is moore in betweenn buildings rathher than their rrooftops, it is w
worthwhile to analyse furthe
er the
correlationns between thee open space ggeneral land usse and the sUH
HI effect. Therrefore, the streeetscape and public
space are being analyseed separately iin this sectionn. This correlaation analysis can indicate tto what degree the
sUHI effecct is a dependdent variable of streetscape oor public spacee plot ratio. T
Table 2 shows that street network
intensity (streetscape ploot ratio) has thhe correlation ccoefficient (R)) value of +0.994 to the averaage precinct su
urface
temperaturre. It means thhat a higher sttreetscape plott ratio indicatees almost direcctly to the higgher overall surface
temperaturres in Sydneyy precincts. Thhis high and positive coeffficient value iindicates that higher streetsscape
surfaces can strongly coorrelate with tthe sUHI effecct in precinct scale (the maxximum R valuue can be 1, which
w
shows com
mplete correlattion).
The open space plot ratio (i.e. all harrd-landscaped open spaces inncluding streeetscapes and otther public spaces)
has even more coefficiient value off +0.97 to ovverall surface temperature iin Sydney prrecincts. This high
coefficientt value indicattes strong corrrelation of oveerall surface teemperate to thhe proportion oof hard-landsc
caped
open spacee (e.g. paved with
w concrete and asphalt). However, separating other oopen spaces frrom the streetsscape
results in a relatively lower coefficiennt value of +0.64 between thhe hard-landsccaped public space plot ratio
o and
the precinnct surface tem
mperature, whiich still indicaates a higher ccorrelation thaan average (m
moderate R value is
+0.5).

Figurre 5. Streetscappe and public sspace plot ratioo in five precinncts of Sydneyy
Feature Exxtraction from Google Earth Imagery 20099, resolution: 1 meter.
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Table 2. Street network intensity and average surface temperature in the five precincts of central Sydney
Precinct
Street network plot ratio
(per cent)

Sydney Harbor

Harris Street

Haymarket

Kings Cross

Glebe Point

20.8%

22.9%

21.0%

14.7%

17.4%

Open space plot ratio
(per cent)

21.3%

23.5%

22.4%

12.8%

18.5%

Public space plot ratio
(other than streetscape)

0.5%

0.6%

1.5%

0.1%

1.1%

Average Surface
Temperature (°C)

30.88

30.95

31.03

30.34

30.65

High and positive coefficient values between hard-landscaped open spaces (i.e. streetscape and public space
layers) and sUHI on-the-ground surface layer indicates that harder landscapes can effectively increase the
surface temperature of urban precincts. Under question is whether there are any urban land covers capable of
mitigating the sUHI effect at precinct scale?
4.3 Correlation Between Urban Greenery Plot Ratio and the sUHI Effect
An extensive amount of literature supports the idea that greenery can mitigate the sUHI effect (Ashie, 2008;
Butera, 2008; Correa, Ruiz, Canton, & Lesino, 2012; Dahl, 2010; Erell, Pearlmutter, & Williamson, 2011;
Gartland, 2008; Oke, 2006). At the micro scale, this heat mitigation occurs in two ways: first, through using solar
energy and photosynthesis to facilitate greenery metabolism and second, through evapotranspiration (evaporative
cooling) in reaction to the ambient heat on the surface of leaves (just like human skin). Therefore, green
infrastructures can counteract the sUHI effect by cooling down air and surface temperatures in micro scale.
Various forms of greenery can exist in urban precincts, such as parklands, gardens, green roofs, vertical greenery,
urban farming, nature reserves and planting of extensive vegetation; all acting as sources of moisture for
evapotranspiration, where the absorbed solar radiation can be dissipated as latent heat and thus aid in reducing
urban temperature. Recent research by Wong (2008) shows that vegetated spaces could be a few degrees cooler
than their surroundings. Under question is to what extent this is applicable at precinct scale? To investigate the
effect of urban greenery on sUHI mitigation at precinct scale, Urban Greenery Plot Ratio (UGPR) is being
compared to the sUHI effect in the five Sydney precincts.
The total study area (the five precincts selected) covers 1.75km2, which includes an overall area of 0.36 km2 of
urban greenery (UGPR=20.7%). However, there is a significant variance in urban UGPR in the five selected
precincts. As shown in Table 3, UGPR is 26.6%in Sydney Harbor and 29.1% in Glebe Point. However, UGPR in
Kings Cross is 11.2%, in Harris Street 7.69% and in Haymarket only 3.31%. Significant variance of UGPR and
proximity of these precincts make them appropriate cases to study further.
Table 3. Urban vegetation ratio in the five precincts of Sydney Central
Precinct

Sydney Harbor

Harris Street

Haymarket

Kings Cross

Glebe Point

2

0.15

0.03

0.01

0.04

0.12

Precinct Area (km )

0.58

0.25

0.20

0.25

0.47

Urban Greenery Plot
Ratio (UGPR)

26.6%

12.4%

6.7%

17.8%

25.3%

Average Surface
Temperature (°C)

30.88

30.95

31.03

30.34

30.65

Urban Greenery (km )
2

With the correlation coefficient (R) value of -0.40 for precincts and -0.78 for smaller random sample areas (120
samples are studied, each with the exact area of 100m2), precinct surface temperature shows medium to high
dependency to UGPR. This also indicates that the effect of UGPR on sUHI is moderated by other factors at
larger scales.
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Figure 6. U
Urban vegetatioon ratio in five precincts of S
Sydney
Extractionn from Google Earth imageryy 2009, resoluttion: 8 meters.
Point (the loweest average surface
Urban greeenery distribuution in Figuree 6 reveals thaat Kings Crosss and Glebe P
temperaturre) have the most
m
homogenous urban greeenery distribuution, while hoot Haymarket has the lowestt and
scattered ggreenery spots. In the Sydneey Harbor preccinct, the largee area of the R
Royal Botanic Gardens and Hyde
H
Park can eexplain its relattively lower sU
UHI comparedd to Haymarkett and Harris Sttreet.
5. Furtherr Discussion
The surfacce temperaturee zones map (F
Figure 2) of ceentral Sydney shows that Haaymarket preciinct has the hig
ghest
surface tem
mperature withh an average oof 31.03 °C. T
The overall surrface temperatture of the Hayymarket precin
nct is
very closee to the surfaace temperaturre of extremely hot urban features in thhe study area (e.g. 31.08 °C
° in
Barangarooo and 31.15 °C
° for averagee streetscape layer). This m
means that sUH
HI in the Hayymarket precin
nct is
significanttly higher (maathematically) than central S
Sydney’s averaage (30.56 °C)), which highliights Haymark
ket is
the most vvulnerable preecinct to the ssUHI effect. C
Comparing strreetscape surfaace temperatuures (Figure 3)) and
urban greeenery distributtion (Figure 6)) reveals that tthe sUHI effecct is more in leess vegetated aareas. Althoug
gh all
five precinncts have highh building densities, streetscape surfaces in Sydney Harrbor are up to 1.6 °C cooler than
similar areeas in Haymarkket. This relatiive coolness coorrelates with the higher ratee of UGPR in the Sydney Ha
arbor
(19.9% higgher than Haym
market).
Overall, thhe surface tem
mperature of open space aand rooftops is slightly m
more in the Syydney Harborr and
Haymarkeet precincts (wiith twice the bbuilding densityy of the other tthree precinctss). This could bbe due to the lower
Sky View Factor (i.e. thhe amount of ssky visible froom the surface)) for streetscappes. It needs tto be noted tha
at the
rooftops oof high rise buuildings in Haaymarket and Sydney Harbbor and partlyy in Harris Strreet are flat roofs,
r
whereas thhe rooftops in Kings Cross and Glebe Point are a combbination of flaat roofs and piitched roofs, which
w
have diffeerent solar gainn due to the w
way they face solar radiatioon (i.e. in the southern hem
misphere, horizontal
surfaces ggenerally have more daily soolar gain thann surfaces slopped towards thhe south, east and west). Fo
or an
in-depth ddiscussion aboout streetscape and rooftops’ surface tempperature, moree detailed dataa about land cover
c
surface maaterials is needded.
A compariison between Figure3, Figurre4 and Table 1 reveals thatt streetscape ssurfaces are geenerally hotter than
rooftops (uup to 3.69 °C)). Rooftops arre exposed to sunlight radiaation almost alll day long, w
while street can
nyons
have partiaal shadow covverage due to ssurrounding hiigh-rise buildinngs. Thereforee, in theory, roooftops should gain
more heat compared to streetscape suurfaces, but in practice streettscapes have thhe hotter surfaaces. In the cu
urrent
study, streeetscape surfacces represent a higher miniimum temperaature (2.65 °C
C), higher maxximum temperrature
(3.69 °C) and higher aveerage temperatture (0.89 °C) than rooftopss, as well as m
more surface tem
mperature variiance
(2.24 °C). This indicatees the importannce of focusinng on cooler lland covers annd urban greennery on-the-grround
surface layyer rather than on rooftops inn the central Syydney.
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The higher ratio of urban greenery in the Sydney Harbor precinct (UFPR=26.6%) compared to Haymarket
(6.7%) and Harris Street (12.4%) seems to be the most effective factor in mitigating the sUHI effect in precinct
scale. A significant area of urban greenery in the Royal Botanic Gardens and Hyde Park (located in the Sydney
Harbor precinct, see Figures 2, 6) is cooling down the precinct’s overall surface temperature.
6. Conclusion
Urban temperatures are predicted to increase due to climate change. The temperatures in our cities are likely to
increase further, because more heat will be stored and re-radiated by expanses of asphalt, concrete and other
heat-storing building materials. In this context, it is crucial to understand the possibilities for the transformation
of existing urban fabrics towards a more liveable and sustainable future (Bosselmann, 2008; Lehmann, 2010).
This can be implemented by smart and small-scale spatial transformation of existing urban spaces.
The basic argument underlined in this comparative case study is that the higher sUHI effect in precinct scale
correlates with more hard-landscaped public space plot ratio, more street network intensity and less urban
greenery plot ratio. Higher open space plot ratio and street network intensity correlate significantly to higher
sUHI effect at precinct scale. However, higher urban greenery plot ratio can mitigate the sUHI effect in high
density precincts. Therefore, increasing urban greenery and decreasing hard-landscaped urban features (e.g.
streetscapes and vast hard-covered open spaces) can cool down existing precincts. A fine distribution of urban
greenery can also mitigate the sUHI at precinct scale.
7. Research Limitations and Further Opportunities
This research is based on remote sensing thermal photography and desktop spatial data. It utilizes the surface
temperature which is different from the real feeling of the temperature in public space. Further studies could
benefit also from on-the-spot microclimate measurements and air temperature data. The effect of local airflow
and surface water is subject to further investigation. To move towards more certainty about the research
outcomes, on-the-spot microclimate measurement in smaller scales of the built environment such as specific
public spaces, building blocks or streetscapes could be beneficial. Simulation of wind turbulence and heat
exchange of different urban structures and landscapes can facilitate research in smaller scales. Due to the limited
scope of this study and controlled variables, the results need to be tested further in other cities.
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